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Abstract. The work, presented in this paper, examines and discusses issues concerning the adoption of the ECLiP (Exploratory + Collaborative Learning in Programming) framework in the SCALE (Supporting Collaboration and Adaptation in a Learning Environment) environment in order to support and enhance learning in Introductory Programming courses. ECLiP provides guidelines for the design of an integrated set of learning activities, comprising a three-step process - Acquiring knowledge, Constructing knowledge by Exploring+Collaborating, and Applying-Refining Knowledge. SCALE is a web-based adaptive collaborative learning environment, which models and supports collaborative learning activities concerning various subject matters of different orientation, guides and helps them through intelligent agents, supports alternative models of collaboration between the group members, and facilitates the collaboration/communication by adapting the “communication-scaffolding” tools (i.e. sentence openers and communication acts) according to the learning outcomes addressed by the learning activity and/or the model of collaboration followed by the group members. SCALE supports the elaboration and the accomplishment of the “programming” learning activities, designed on the basis of the ECLiP framework, by enabling the utilization of the appropriate educational tools, activating the assessment and the feedback modules, guiding the students during the activity elaboration, enabling the students’ collaboration in groups acting equivalently or according to specific roles and facilitating the students’ communication.

Introduction

In Introductory Programming courses, the students are expected to acquire knowledge about the main programming concepts/constructs and to cultivate basic skills concerning the development of simple programs. A lot of research effort is devoted to the improvement of the educational setting concerning the teaching and the learning processes. To this end, new teaching approaches are proposed and evaluated in real-classroom environments exploiting characteristics from contemporary theories of learning such as collaborative learning (e.g. the approach of “pair-programming” [1]), exploratory learning (e.g. the “Black-Box” method [2], the “explorations” [3]), etc. Additionally, educational tools are developed and used in the teaching and the learning processes, such as (i) microworlds/mini-languages [4] aiming to support the students with simple programming languages, (ii) visual programming/algorithmic design environments [5] aiming to reduce the focus on the syntax and facilitate the processes of the solution design and the program development, (iii) program visualization environments [6], [7] aiming to help the students to visualize the program execution and to debug their programs, etc. Also, research is devoted to the development of collaborative learning environments,
incorporating intelligent agents and/or providing adaptive capabilities, focusing on the development of good habits in programming [8], the support of programming projects [9], etc.

The work, presented in this paper, examines and discusses issues concerning the adoption of the ECLiP (Exploratory + Collaborative Learning in Programming) framework [10] in the SCALE (Supporting Collaboration and Adaptation in a Learning Environment) environment [11] in order to support and enhance learning in Introductory Programming courses. The ECLiP framework forms a basis for the design of an integrated set of learning activities, in the context of any subject matter, while SCALE is a web-based adaptive collaborative learning environment, which provides specific capabilities in terms of the collaborative learning activities that are supported and the collaborative facilities provided to the students. More specifically, the work focuses on issues concerning the elaboration and the accomplishment of various alternative “programming” learning activities, designed on the basis of the ECLiP framework, in the SCALE environment.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 1, we describe the ECLiP framework, which adopts characteristics from the exploratory and collaborative learning. In Section 2, we present the main functionality of the SCALE environment. In Section 3, issues concerning the adoption of the ECLiP framework in the SCALE environment are examined and discussed. The paper ends with the main points of our work and our near future plans.

1. The ECLiP Framework for the Design of “Programming” Learning Activities

Following the key idea of the LfU model [12] as well as on the “programming” learning activities, which we developed based on a number of alternative teaching approaches taking into account the students’ difficulties on specific programming concepts/constructs [13], we proposed the ECLiP framework [10], which provides guidelines for the design of an integrated set of learning activities, in the context of any subject matter. The framework comprises a three-step process in order to (i) motivate the students to acquire new knowledge, (ii) support the construction of new knowledge by engaging the students in exploratory and collaborative learning activities, and (iii) enable the application and refinement of the new knowledge. The elaboration of the framework in the design of “programming” learning activities for Introductory Programming courses indicates the following:

Acquiring knowledge: Learning is more effective if the students participate in learning activities that are perceived to be meaningful [14] and the new knowledge is assimilated when the students require the acquisition of the knowledge [15]. Therefore, it is important to set up conditions that (i) are likeable/meaningful to the students, and/or (ii) are related to a goal that is challenging, and/or (iii) give the students the opportunity to express their beliefs/opinions. In Introductory Programming courses, it is essential to engage the students in learning activities concerning simple authentic problems that are close to their experience and show the usefulness of the programming process beyond the specific course. Instead of asking the students to solve numeric problems [4], the engagement in problems that makes them to think of “mapping” an “every-day” process to a “programming” process, may stimulate them to become curious and seek for new knowledge. Besides, the learning activities should address explicitly the learning goals to be achieved and may be enriched with various forms of scaffolding (e.g. questions, case studies) in order to create the appropriate conditions for the students to become aware of their own difficulties/incomplete understanding.

Constructing knowledge by Exploring+Collaborating: Knowledge construction is supported through observation and/or communication with others [12]. The learning activities should guide the students towards the activation and revision of their existing mental model. The students’ engagement in learning activities, which support the exploration of the particular functional properties of the programming constructs and provide guidance through suitably
designed questions and additional scaffolding tasks, enables them to understand the functional characteristics of the programming constructs and revise appropriately their mental model in case of preconceived misconceptions. Moreover, the students’ involvement in collaborative activities enhances learning since they are forced to externalize/negotiate on their thoughts/ideas, to argue on their actions or on their points of view and to articulate their reasoning [14]. The collaboration may take place at different stages of the learning activity, depending on the learning goal/outcomes and the underlying content, in the form of groups where the students act (i) equivalently by discussing and exchanging ideas, or (ii) according to specific roles, such as the case of “pair-programming” [1].

**Applying-Refining knowledge:** The processes of reflection and application supports knowledge refinement and contributes to its retention, future retrieval and use [12]. Reflection in programming may be achieved (i) by asking the students to check their thinking [14], and/or reason their decisions, and/or (ii) by engaging the students in collaborative activities in which they examine and discuss their ideas with others and/or evaluate their peers’ statements/solutions. The learning activities concerning the application of knowledge, may ask the students (i) to develop/modify a simple program, and/or (ii) to check the correctness of a program and modify it according to the problem definition, and/or (iii) to act as evaluators of their peers’ work. During this step, the students may collaborate from the beginning or at different stages of the learning activity (e.g. at the beginning for exchanging ideas and designing a problem solution and/or at the end for completing the development of a program).

The application and the evaluation of the ECLiP framework in the context of an Introductory Programming course in a real classroom environment, has proved its effectiveness in enhancing learning [10]. The “programming” learning activities, which were designed on the basis of the framework taking into account the students’ difficulties on specific programming concepts/constructs [10], [13], enabled the subjects of the study to gain deeper understanding of the programming constructs under consideration and apply them more effectively in solving “programming” problems [10].

### 2. The SCALE Environment

The SCALE environment aims to enable the students to work on collaborative learning activities concerning various subject matters of different orientation (i.e. practical and theoretical), to guide the students at the communication and at the learning level through intelligent agents, to support alternative models of collaboration between the group members, and to provide adaptive capabilities as far as the communication tool is concerned according to the learning outcomes addressed by the learning activity and/or the model of collaboration. More specifically, the main functionality of the SCALE environment includes [11]:

**Working on collaborative activities:** A library of learning activities is available to the students. The learning activity includes one or more sub-activities and/or question items, addressing specific learning outcomes. The learning outcomes are classified to the following four levels of cognitive processes [16]: (i) **Comprehension level**, (ii) **Application level**, (iii) **Checking-Critiquing level**, and (iv) **Creation level**. The elaboration of each question item may imply the use of different support educational tools such as concept mapping tools, simulation programs, educational software, etc or navigation and information retrieval from the web.

**Collaborating in groups:** Depending on the context and the nature of the learning activity, the students may collaborate in groups (up to four members) acting equivalently or according to specific roles.

**Coaching and guiding collaboration and learning:** SCALE fosters collaboration and learning through coaching/guiding. More specifically, SCALE supports a Collaborative Coach agent (CCa), which is responsible for the determination of the appropriate intervention actions
at the communication level (e.g. provides motivational prompts by encouraging/motivating the students to participate in case they seem to be passive). During the activity elaboration, the Learner Assistant agent (LAa) guides the students, either in an unsolicited form by giving hints/making proposals or in a solicited form by meeting the students' help requests. Apart from this form of guidance, SCALE incorporates a feedback module, which is responsible to provide the appropriate form of feedback to the students upon the completion of the learning activity (e.g. correct answer, hints/guidelines or relevant examples/material in order to guide the students to think of the correct answer).

Facilitating and supporting the group communication by providing adaptive capabilities: SCALE supports adaptivity of the provided “communication-scaffolding” tools (i.e. sentence openers and communication acts). According to the level of the learning outcomes, SCALE supports sentence openers when the learning outcomes concern the Comprehension, the Application and the Checking-Critiquing level. In the case of the Creation level, the environment supports communication acts since for higher order cognitive skills, it suffices to guide the students in terms of their intention/action. Regarding the model of collaboration, SCALE supports communication acts when the students collaborate under specific roles, since they serve more effectively the cultivation of the underlying cognitive/communication skills. The sentence openers/communication acts interface is adapted according to the level of the learning outcomes or the roles assigned by the model of collaboration.

In case learning activities do not explicitly address learning outcomes of one out of the four aforementioned levels of cognitive processes/skills, but they rather aim to cultivate the students skills in communication, and/or to enable them to discuss/exchange ideas on a specific topic, or on the subject/solution of an activity, etc, the communication between the students is carried out through communication acts enabling them to express their opinion, to agree/disagree, etc.

SCALE is in the initial phase of development. At this stage, we finish the implementation of the modules/interface for the activity presentation and the group communication. Also, we have determined initial sets of sentence openers and communication acts based on the results of a series of experiments that we conducted.

3. Adopting ECLiP in SCALE

Taking into consideration the effectiveness of the ECLiP framework in enhancing learning [10] and the capabilities of the SCALE environment in supporting collaborative learning, we aim to support the elaboration and the accomplishment of the learning activities designed on the basis of the ECLiP three-step process in the SCALE environment. Although, SCALE supports students’ collaboration on learning activities addressing various subject matters of different orientation and various levels of learning outcomes as well as alternative models of group collaboration, it is necessary to examine whether it can support effectively the learning process in the context of the ECLiP framework for an Introductory Programming course. Therefore, we developed scenarios of applying the ECLiP framework in the design of “programming” learning activities. In the following, we present indicative scenarios and discuss whether and how SCALE supports the elaboration of such learning activities in terms of (i) the “communication-scaffolding” tools that are provided, (ii) the model of group collaboration that is followed, (iii) the educational tools that are needed, and (iv) the guidance/help provided by the environment.

3.1 Scenarios of applying the ECLiP three-step process in SCALE
Learning activities for acquiring knowledge: According to the first step of the ECLiP framework, the learning activities aim to motivate the students and create demand for knowledge and/or elicit curiosity. The motivation to acquire content understanding and/or to cultivate specific skills may concern a completely unknown subject/concept to the students or a subject/concept that has been misconceived or presents significant learning difficulties.

In case of a completely unknown subject/concept, the learning activity may require that students think and design the solution of a simple given problem. For example, in order to introduce the students to the concept of looping constructs, the learning activity may situate the students in an authentic and challenging context asking them to play the role of a program designer and to design the solution of a given problem requiring the use of a looping construct. The students are expected to become keen on how solving the problem and to find out that their existing “programming” knowledge is inadequate. The activity may include a number of question items, having the form of free response questions, asking the students to express their opinion of (i) whether the problem’s solution requires any kind of repetition, (ii) how they can apply what they already know in the context of the specific problem, (iii) whether they need a “new” programming construct to be available and how it may function, etc. Additionally, the learning activity may ask the students to collaborate in groups and exchange their ideas on the given problem. Upon the completion of the activity, the students may be provided with the appropriate feedback having the form of hints about the solution or examples addressing similar problems.

The SCALE environment supports the aforementioned activity quite well. More specifically, in case each student elaborates on the learning activity on his own, the environment does not support any facility for communication. The modules/mechanisms that are activated, are those related to the composition/submission of the student’s answer, the provision of the appropriate feedback and the support of the learning process through the LAa. On the other hand, if the activity asks the students to collaborate, then the appropriate “communication-scaffolding” tools are provided on the basis of the addressed learning outcomes or the model of collaboration. In particular, in the context of the aforementioned activity, which urges the students to think of/reason/discuss in groups the solution of a given problem, the interface of the communication tool is adapted to the communication acts, making available to the students all those keywords that enable them to express their beliefs, to agree/disagree to a proposal, to ask for clarification, etc. Apart from the activity response area where the students compose/submit their common answers, all the students have at their disposal a personal working area to write down their own ideas and their personal answers. Also, the CCa is activated in order to prompt/activate the passive students.

In case of a subject/concept that has been misconceived or presents significant learning difficulties, the learning activity may ask the students to predict the execution results of a given program, to compare the actual results to the predicted ones and to explain any differences between them. For example, in the case of an infinite while loop, which presents difficulties in its identification, the learning activity may focus on a program addressing an infinite loop, asking the students to predict the execution results and the number of times of loop execution, to compare the actual/correct results/answers to the predicted ones and to explain any differences (addressing learning outcomes of the Comprehension level). The actual execution results are available to the students either in a written form, or by running the corresponding executable program. This kind of activity aims to bring to the surface the students misconceptions and to make them wonder about the correctness of their answers. During the elaboration of such an activity in the SCALE environment, the students have at their disposal the appropriate tools (e.g. the programming environment) in order to run the executable form of the program. In case they collaborate in groups, the provided “communication-scaffolding” tool is adapted to a sentence openers interface with respect to the addressed learning outcomes.
Learning activities for constructing knowledge by exploring+collaborating: According to the second step of the ECLiP framework, the learning activities aim to support the knowledge construction process by enabling the students to explore on their own the functional properties of the programming constructs under consideration and/or by collaborating with other students. More specifically, the learning activities may include a number of sub-activities aiming to introduce the students to the functional properties of a programming construct gradually, presenting different and alternative aspects of its function and application in the context of various “programming” problems. Also, the learning activities may focus on specific learning difficulties aiming to help the students to overcome their misconceptions. In any case, each learning activity (or sub-activity) may include a number of question-items having the form of multiple-choice/true-false/ordering/fill-in the blank questions, in order to enable the automatic assessment of the students’ answer and the provision of the appropriate feedback in the SCALE environment. Also, the students may collaborate at various stages of the learning activity following a specific model of collaboration.

For example, taking into account the students’ difficulty in identifying an infinite loop and the non-existence of the “update” statement \[10], \[13\], the learning activity may consist of three sub-activities: (i) the first one asks the students to run two slightly different programs (their difference concerns the existence/non-existence of the “update” statement) for a pre-specified set of input values and to answer to a series of questions related to the messages appeared and to the difference of the two programs as far as the execution results are concerned, etc, (ii) the second sub-activity asks the students to study the code of the two corresponding programs and to answer to a number of questions aiming to guide them to observe the existence/non-existence of the “update” statement in the two programs, to understand its role/function and to relate it to the infinite execution of the “while” loop in the case of the second program, and (iii) the third sub-activity asks the students to collaborate, to discuss their answers to the questions of the two preceding sub-activities, and to give a common answer about the difference of the two programs regarding the execution results.

The SCALE environment supports the elaboration of such activities, by enabling the utilization of the appropriate tools (e.g. the programming environment), required to run the executable form of the programs and by activating the assessment and the feedback modules in order to assess the students’ answers and provide immediate feedback. Also, the environment enhances the support and guidance to the students during the elaboration of the activity, by enabling the personal LAa to provide hints and help to the students. In case of collaboration, the “communication-scaffolding” tool is adapted either to the level of the addressed learning outcomes of each activity/sub-activity (i.e. the aforementioned sub-activities address learning outcomes of the Comprehension level) or to the model of collaboration.

Learning activities for applying-refining knowledge: The third step of the ECLiP framework addresses learning activities, which enable students to reorganize their knowledge and connect the new knowledge to the existing, by applying and reflecting on the new knowledge. More specifically, the learning activities may ask the students to apply their knowledge (i) by determining and implementing specific statements given a problem and an incomplete solution to the problem, and/or (ii) by evaluating the correctness and the completeness of a given program and proceeding with the appropriate modifications, and/or (iii) by modifying an existing program in the context of a slightly different problem, and/or (iv) by developing a program in the context of a specific problem. The first case addresses learning outcomes of the Application level, the second one of the Checking-Critiquing and the Application level while the last two cases address learning outcomes of the Creation level.
As far as the question items included in the learning activity (or sub-activity) are concerned, these have the form of fill-in the blank/multiple-choice/true-false/short-answer questions (first and second case) or the form of free-response questions – construction of a program (third and forth case). The form of the question item affects the capability of the environment to provide automatic assessment and feedback. In particular, the question items that require the construction of a program from scratch are difficult to be automatically assessed since it is necessary to have the appropriate evaluation systems that enable the judgment of the program correctness and the provision of advice to the students.

During the activity elaboration, the students may collaborate by playing specific roles or acting equivalently, facilitating in this way the reflection process. For example, an indicative activity may be consisted of two sub-activities, like: (i) the first one asks the students to develop a simple program in the context of a specific problem, and (ii) the second one requires the evaluation of a pre-specified solution to the same problem. The students may collaborate in pairs by playing specific roles (“driver”/“observer” [1]) and interchanging these roles in the context of the two sub-activities.

The SCALE environment supports effectively the accomplishment of the above learning activities. As already mentioned, SCALE enables the utilization of the appropriate programming environments for the composition and the execution of a program and provides the appropriate mechanisms for automatic assessment and feedback to the students’ answers (in case of question items having the form of fill-in the blank/multiple-choice/etc questions) and for guidance/help through the intelligent agents. For example, in case of an activity, which requires of the students to fill in the missing statements, the SCALE environment presents to the students the problem and the incomplete solution and enables them to fill in the required statements through the available text fields. Also, in such an activity, the environment automatically assesses the submitted answer and provides the appropriate available feedback to the students. Regarding the “communication-scaffolding” tool, SCALE adapts the sentence openers/communication acts interface according to the level of the addressed learning outcomes or the model of collaboration. That is, in case the students collaborate according to specific roles (as in the above mentioned example), the level of the learning outcomes is not taken into account, and the “communication-scaffolding” tool is aligned to a communication acts interface, which is adapted, for each student, according to the underlying roles. In case students collaborate equivalently, the “communication-scaffolding” tool is adapted to a sentence openers interface or a communication acts interface, according to the underlying level of the addressed learning outcomes.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we discuss issues concerning the adoption of the ECLiP framework, which forms a basis for the design of an integrated set of learning activities, in the SCALE environment, in order to support and enhance learning in Introductory Programming courses. The “programming” learning activities, which are designed on the basis of the ECLiP framework, may (i) include question items having the form of various types of questions such as multiple-choice questions, free-response/short answer questions, aiming to motivate the students to acquire knowledge, help/guide the students in the knowledge construction process, and help/support the students in the knowledge application/refinement process by enabling them to construct/modify/evaluate/correct a program, (ii) require the utilization of appropriate educational tools for the composition and the execution of the addressed programs, and (iii) ask the students to collaborate in groups acting equivalently or according to specific roles. These requirements seem to be quite well supported by the SCALE environment taking into account its capabilities and tools. In the near future, upon the completion of the
modules/interface for the activity presentation and the group communication of the SCALE environment, we plan to investigate/evaluate whether SCALE supports effectively alternative “programming” learning activities with respect to the provided “communication-scaffolding” tools and the models of collaboration.
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